
Year 12 A Level Dance
Overview

Term Content Assessments

Autumn term 1A/B Component 2
Section A - Rooster
Collect in pre-course task work (Watch Rooster and write a
review on the whole work. Research the starting points -
can you see the starting points within the work?)
Watch and analyse the whole of Rooster - focusing on key
motifs and development, links to the themes and how they
are shown. Understanding of the transitions between
sections and how they relate to the dance ideas.
Costume/music/setting in relation to the dance ideas.
Exam questions
Section A - Rambert
Introduce how Rambert dance company began, creating a
timeline of key information.
Introduce Norman Morrice - who is he, style, what did he
do as artistic director, Glen Tetley and Pierrot Lunaire.
Look at Martha Graham and her technique.
John Chesworth - who is he, style, what did he do as
artistic director? Mention Bruce as associate director.
Robert North - who is he, style, what did he do as artistic
director? Introducing Matt Mattox and Jazz. Watch and
analyse 2/3 sections of EDA, LTLS and DATM.
Richard Alston - who is he, style,influences, what did he do
as artistic director? Look at Merce Cunningham and his
technique. Wildlife and Soda lake.
Christopher Bruce - who is he, style,influences, what did
he do as artistic director? Ghost Dances and Swansong.
Essay questions

Component 1
Mock Solo - either teacher creates or gives motifs for
students to develop in Bruce style.
Mock Quartet assessment before October half term
Choreography questions released.

Minor -
Rooster/Rambert short
answer questions
Major -
Technique/Solo/Quartet

Minor - Timed essay
Rooster/Rambert
Major - Solo/quartet

Spring 2A/B Component 2
Introduce ICDS
History and background to how it came about.
Look at 7 qualities of ICDS
Introduce Matthew Bourne - background to choreographer,
stylistic qualities in terms of choreography and movement
style. Influences.
Watch sections of Nutcracker - introduce work in terms of
themes. Find examples to reflect Bourne’s
style/influences/themes.
Introduce Sleeping Beauty - introduce work in terms of
themes. Find examples to reflect Bourne’s
style/influences/themes.
How does Bourne’s works show the 7 qualities of ICDS?
Essay questions.

Minor - Short answer
questions related to
ICDS
Major -
Solo/Quartet/Choreogra
phy



Introduce Larbi’s style.
Introduce Sutra - dance ideas, themes, how the work came
about. Key people involved.
Analysis of every section - link to themes and Larbi’s style.
Link to ICDS

Component 1
Rehearsal for quartet, solo and choreography.

Assessment/Year 12 practical EXAM  before Easter
holidays.

Minor -
Solo/Quartet/Choreogra
phy
Major - Whole written
paper

Summer A Component 2
Revision of Rambert, Rooster, ICDS ready for written
exam late May/early June.

Look at Larbi’s other others: Babel, Zero Degrees
comparisons and contrasts with Sutra and links to ICDS

Introduce Akram Khan - background to choreographer,
stylistic qualities in terms of choreography and movement
style. Influences.
Watch sections of Rush and Zero Degrees, also Desh.
Introduce work in terms of themes. Find examples to
reflect Khan’s style/influences/themes.

Component 1
Performance piece for Summer Showcase
Practical tasks in relation to choreography

Minor - Timed essay
Major - Quartet
(Showcase - different
practitioner)

Summer B Component 1
Performance piece for Summer Showcase
Practical tasks in relation to choreography
May start looking into which practitioner is suitable for solo
performance in Year 13, trial different practitioner styles.

Component 2
Go through mock paper/timed essays (section B of written
paper) - DIRT time for questions not gaining full marks.

Minor - Solo (Different
practitioners)
Major - Timed Essay


